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The new Boxer store décor
is clean and striking. Bold colours
indicate each department and the
lettering is bold and legible

Located near one of Trade Route
mall entrances, the store is easily
accessible from the parking lot
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STOREWATCH

By Hippo Zourides

New image Boxer Superstore
opens in Lenasia
Lenasia is a vast suburb located in the south-western area of
Johannesburg and is traditionally occupied by Indian residents.
For many years, apart from its vibrant CBD, many businesses have
opened outlets in the Trade Route Mall on Nirvana Avenue.
Even though the centre has had a number of retail food outlets, space
was recently allocated to a newcomer: Boxer Superstores, who have
launched one of their new generation stores.
Boxer Superstores started its activity in the northern KwaZulu-Natal
town of Empangeni in April 1977 under the name of Kwa-Zulu Cash n
Carry. An inflow of new investment capital saw the group rebrand to
Boxer Cash n Carry in 1991. The chain expanded outside its original
province by opening stores in the Eastern Cape (1995), followed by
Mpumalanga (1996) and is now a national player with over 245 stores
countrywide across the group’s formats.
In 2002 Pick n Pay announced its acquisition of the retailer, but wisely,
has left Boxer’s specialised management team in place. This has resulted
in the chain producing sterling results every year for the Pick n Pay group
of stores.
Currently Boxer operates under four banners, namely Boxer
Superstores (supermarkets), Boxer Build (hardware and DIY stores), Boxer
Liquors (liquor stores) and Boxer Super Meats (stand-alone butcheries).
In this edition, we feature the Lenasia Boxer Superstore and the photos
do complete justice to the latest developments of this dynamic group.
This store not only caters for the local Indian community, but also
attracts custom from as far as Eldorado Park and Soweto.
Competitors should be aware of this sleeping giant as it may be soon
in your area!

This gondola end is dedicated to the Ramadan
festivities for its Muslim customers

The hot-foods section is located conveniently near the front door and
is well used by customers who are not embarking on a normal shopping trip
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Mid-month and month-end leaflets call
customers to action and offer trolley
dashes to lucky people who buy above
R300 per shopping trip

Jessica Pillay, the store manager, is proud of her new store
and the fact that over 90 new jobs were created in this location

The “Durban range” of specialised products is aimed at the Indian community who patronise the store
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Many customers prefer to be served at the butchery counter but a wide range of
pre-packed meat is also available. The production line is in full view of the shopper

Both frozen
fish and bulk
Russians are
sold from
the butchery
counter

In some areas,
the range has
been rationalised
to the brand
leaders and the
Boxer private
label

Ample refrigeration greets the shopper as she moves from
the fresh produce department towards the fresh meat counter
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Bulk displays of
special offers and
basic ommodities
can be found in
various parts of
the store

This egg display adequately caters from a single
household to a large family to hawkers, who sell
boiled and fresh eggs to the community

Promotional items have been displayed off the
normal shelving in dylan stacks, be it refrigerated
or dry, to attract the attention of the shopper
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This cake refrigerated display is a convenient way for shoppers to choose from a wide range of products

Hollard insurance has a permanent presence beyond the checkout
line and customers can discuss personal, household or car insurance
products with the sales person
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This cashless system allows
customers to do money transfers
not only within South Africa but
outside the borders as well

storewatch

The health and beauty area is well signposted and the range is quite impressive

This kiosk sells cigarettes, some high value items
as well as Lotto/Powerball tickets

This gondola ends promotes a special offer of Boxer
baked beans and encourages bulk buying for a
discounted price
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